This Morning Symposium aims to provide an informal space to share teaching experiences and innovation actions at DTIC/ESUP. Summaries of last years’ symposium are available online (2015, 2014). Note: Language will vary depending on speakers.

Program

Welcome
9:45 Coffee and more
Opening, Enric Peig, Xavier Binefa

Session 1 “Teaching quality & innovation at ESUP/DTIC”
10:00 Overview of USQUID actions and studies, Davinia Hernández-Leo
Teaching satisfaction, Opinion/occupation of graduates, Gender aspects in teaching, Hacklab, USQUID website
10:20 English in ESUP teaching, Verónica Moreno
Current status around the use of English in ESUP degrees, professors’ and students’ opinions

Session 2 “Actions in courses: methods and resources to facilitate learning”
10:40 A classroom experience where students take the floor, Mireia Farrús
11:00 Academic videos about Newton’s Method, Anna Carreras, Àngel García-Cerdaña
11:20 Videos as students’ reports, Vanesa Daza
11:40 Medical Device projects by Biomedical Engineering students, Óscar Càmara
12:00 Structured debates as trials in the classroom, Narcís Parés

Session 3 “Tools for teaching and assessment”
12:20 Rubrics in Aula Global for systematic assessment and feedback, Davinia Hernández-Leo
12:40 Piazza tool to manage question & answer activities, Vanesa Daza

Session 4 “Discussion and Wrap-Up”
13:00 - 13:30 Open discussion and closing remarks, moderated by Davinia Hernández-Leo, Enric Peig
Topics identified during presentations & discussions, new call for teaching projects (PlaClik), etc.